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Foreword

Welcome to our third AES Elite Foal Auction in cooperation with Brightwells Auctioneers.

Having listened to feedback from the competition community, it is our vision to offer you an excellent 
selection of the very best British bred foals from all over the UK all in one place and under one roof.

The Addington Elite Sales alongside the Young Horse Championships provide the perfect venue and 
opportunity to present our foals to an expert audience of serious buyers from show jumping and eventing. 
New for 2018 is that we will showcase the dressage bred foals at Stoneleigh Park during the British 
Dressage National Championship in September.

As in previous years, we travelled the length and breadth of the country, from Cornwall to Inverness and 
from Pembrokeshire to Norfolk to inspect and selected some of the best British breeding has to offer.

Everywhere we went we were met with great support and enthusiasm from across the entire breeding 
community, and we met passionate and knowledgeable breeders whose dedication has been truly 
humbling and inspiring.

Yet again we were struck by the depth of quality we found in breeding for all three Olympic disciplines, 
allowing us to put together a our best selection yet of quality foals, demonstrating how far we have come 
as a country. Our breeders can hold their head up high in international circles.

We are excited that we can offer serious and knowledgeable British buyers what they have been asking for: 
the opportunity to see an outstanding and truly diverse selection of serious competition prospect foals 
together all in one location.

Our special thanks go to Brightwells Auctioneers who are running the ‘business side’ of this auction and 
whose expertise in this field is simply invaluable. Without their support this would not have been possible.

Britain deserves and needs a strong and successful Elite Foal Auction to guarantee the future of the sport.

We would like to thank you for supporting the auction and being part of this exciting journey.

With the very best wishes

Your

AES Team
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Thank You

We could not have assembled this wonderful selection of British bred foals without the help and generous 
support from our breeding community.

Thank you also to everyone involved in providing the details and information for the catalogue.

 

Photography: Dr Eva-Maria Broomer of Horsepower Creative

Show Jumping and Eventing catalogue entry 14: Ian Renton

Show Jumping and Eventing catalogue entries 15 and 36: Kevin Sparrow

Show Jumping and Eventing catalogue entry 27: Caitlin Blackhouse

Show Jumping and Eventing catalogue entry 28: trotting image supplied by Annie from Meadow Stud

Show Jumping and Eventing catalogue entry 38: Jonathan Durham

Dressage catalogue entry 10: Fay Thomas

Video: Chris Atkin and Mark Rigby

 

And last but not least, a very big and sincere thank you to all the British breeders who support this 
auction with so much enthusiasm. Meeting you all has been truly inspiring. 

01568 619777
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Thank You



Welcome to

Brightwells Elite 
August Sale

Timetable of Events…

Thursday 16th August
5.30pm - Loose Jumping Presentation

Friday 17th August
9am - Stables open for viewing
11am - Presentation of Foals
1pm - Vets office open to discuss x-rays and 
clinical examinations
5.30pm - Equipe Saddles Masterclass 
Presentation
6pm - Brightwells and AES Elite Foal Sale

Saturday 18th August
9am - Stables open for viewing
10am - Vets office open to discuss x-rays and 
clinical examinations
5pm - Brightwells Sale of Show Jumpers

Sale Day Telephone Number
01296 713333/07900 784014
From Wednesday 15th to Sunday 19th August
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Welcome to a Source of  Champions
Brightwells are delighted to be back at Addington 
Manor Equestrian Centre, for the 2018 August 
Elite Sale. The outstanding facilities at Addington 
provide the perfect setting to showcase the 
talented young horses we have to offer you.
 
This year you will notice that we have made a 
change to the collection, with the sale consisting 
only of show jumping prospects. Have no fear, 
dressage enthusiasts, you will have the option to 
buy your next dressage horse at our sale on 1st 
December. We also have the dressage collection 
sale in May next year alongside Addington’s 
Premier League Competition.
 
We have had an overwhelming response from 
reputable breeders and producers, wishing to offer 
their youngstock at this year’s August Elite sale. 
We can truly say, we have been spoilt for choice 
and hope that you are as delighted as we are with 
the catalogue. The same can be said for the Anglo 
European Studbook who have travelled the length 
and breadth of England to find us an Elite collection 
of Show Jumping bred foals. We look forward to 
seeing their catalogue!
 
We are very thankful to all our vendors, old and 
new, for their support. 

This year the event starts with a loose jumping 
presentation of the 3 year olds on Thursday 
evening. The AES Foals then have their time to 

shine on Friday, starting with a presentation mid-
morning prior to the sale in the evening. In addition 
to the line-up on Friday, there will be an Equipe 
Saddles masterclass, which will take place before 
the foal sale.
 
The 3 year olds will join us again on Saturday 
evening, when they will be offered for sale.
 
We are delighted to welcome Equipe as sponsor of 
our event and they will be very generously donating 
a gift to each purchaser on Saturday evening.
 
You will also notice ClipMyHorse TV at Addington 
this year. They will be streaming the presentations 
and sales during the event and we are very excited 
to be working with them.
 
Once again, we will be offering VIP dinner and 
drinks tables on both evenings. As always, they 
are very popular and we recommend booking in 
advance of the sale.
 
We hope you are looking forward to the 2018 
August Elite Sale, as much as we are!
 
Sarah Johnson 
Sale Co-Ordinator & Selector
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Hospitality 

Ticket Sales/VIP Tables

Sales Location

Addington Manor Equestrian Centre is situated on the A413 between Buckingham (4 miles) and Winslow (3 miles). 
The M40 to the West and the M1 to the East are within 20 minutes’ drive of the Centre.

Closest Airports: (Distances by car)

Luton (London Airport) 45 minutes  Birmingham International 50 minutes
London Heathrow 1 hour 30 minutes  Gatwick Airport 2 hours

The Villiers Hotel
Buckingham 
Tel: 01280 822444

The Bell Hotel
Winslow 
Tel: 01296 714091

Buckingham Beales Hotel 
Buckingham 
Tel: 01280 822622

Horwood House Hotel 
Horwood 
Tel: 01296 722100

Accommodation

Friday
Main Course

Supreme of Chicken in a Creamy 
White Wine & Mushroom Sauce, 

garnished with Asparagus, Gartin Potato, 
Garden Peas & Carrots

Vegetarian option
Wild Mushroom and Goats Cheese Tartlet

Dessert
Freshly made Chocolate Roulade 

with pouring cream

Meal Tables £30pp Drinks Tables £15pp

Saturday
Main Course

Roast Pork Tender Loin with an apricot and brandy 
sauce, Baby Potatoes, Garden Peas & Carrots

Vegetarian option
Spinach & Ricotta Cannelloni

Dessert
White Chocolate & Raspberry Roulade and 

pouring cream

To Finish
Cheese platter and Coffee

Meal Tables £40pp Drinks Tables £15pp

Grandstand seating £5



Purchasing
All purchases must be paid for before or 
immediately after the conclusion of the sale. 
Clients unknown to the Auctioneers must 
complete the Bankers Reference Page which 
can be downloaded from brightwells.com
in the ‘How to Buy’ section. The Bankers 
Reference must be forwarded to your bank 
who will then authorise a credit control.

Collection of Purchases
All purchases must be collected from  
Addington Manor Equestrian Centre no later 
than 12 noon the day after the sale.

Veterinary Office
The Veterinary Office will be open from 1pm 
on Friday 17th and 10am on Saturday 18th 
August. The veterinary surgeons will be 
available to discuss veterinary findings and 
X-rays of all auction horses.

Emailing of X-Rays
Prior to the sale, Brightwells will be 
delighted to arrange for X-rays of the 
Auction Horses to be emailed to prospective 
buyer’s Veterinary Surgeons. Please contact 
Sarah Johnson Tel. 01568 619777 or 07900 
784014 for further information.

Important
All auction horses will be sold as they 
stand on the evening. It is therefore your 
responsibility to check X-rays and veterinary 
certificates of any horse that you are 
interested in buying. You are also welcome 
to bring your own veterinary surgeon with 
you to view the X-rays and veterinary 
certificates. X-rays have been assessed 
solely for the purpose of being suitable 
to be entered in this auction and do not 
constitute a warranty of any kind.

brightwells.com
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Index
Horse Name Lot  Sex  Sire Dam Dam’s Sire Discipline

Whisper In The Wind 1 filly Wish Upon A Star Ace Of Hearts II Richelshagen Eventing
 Achilty Four Ten 2 filly Freeman VDL Achilty Light And Lively Parco Jumping
 Diego 3 colt Diarado Alma Cobra Jumping
 Triomphe Gallois TC 4 filly Triomphe De Muze Amber Painted Black Jumping
 Trevoulter Tallents Genevieve 5 filly Gotterfunke Amber Randi Elite Jumping
 Aredis Jupiter 6 colt Jaguar Mail Ballyshan Cara Mia Russel Eventing
 Endeavour GF 7 colt Emerald Van 'T Ruytershof Millfield Baloulou Balou Du Rouet Jumping
 Nemesis GBS 8 filly Oliver BEC Paris Livello Jumping
 Outbid 9 colt Outcast Bon Amour Bon Ami Jumping
 Esme X 10 filly Goodyear VDL Cadanza Paardensmidse Z Cadence Van't Gelutt Jumping
 Dynamic GF 11 colt Douglas Cindy Cassini II Jumping
 Millfield Nushka E.T. 12 filly Numero Uno Continuation Contender Jumping
 Olistar's Big Dream 13 filly Big Star Viselia Andiamo Jumping
 Sannabays Cantara 14 filly Cartier Van De Heffinck Cuillin Cancara Jumping
 Crown Karina 15 filly Karajan Eskatto Stakkato Jumping
 Future Cool Illusion 16 colt Future Illusion (GB) Future Coeur De Reine Desir Du Chateau Eventing
 Tilery Bank Midas Touch 17 colt Kambarbay Jacqueline Hyde Beat All XX Eventing
 Aredis Telstar 18 colt Grey Top Jaguar Moon Jaguar Mail Eventing
 Hollyhurst Sir Lancelot 19 colt Casanova LDS Just Jasmin Wizard King XX Eventing
 Extreem Twist 20 colt Extreem Van De Bresser J.J. Its The Business Jumping
 DVS Just Got Mail 21 filly Britannia’s Mail Just A Giggle Catherston Liberator Eventing
 Achilty Top Gun 22 colt Triomphe De Muze Kylie Harlequin Du Carel Jumping
 Quintana 23 filly Quintero Longmeads Minao Animo Jumping
 Malika PX 24 filly Pilothago TN Memphis Warning Please Jumping
 Millfield Starsky 25 filly Stakkato Gold Millfield Cassandra Cassini I Jumping
 Remus Shadow 26 colt Casanova LDS Nimbus Cloud Nine II Eventing
 Rms Thunderbantos 27 colt Edobantos Opportunity Summertime Crown Consort Jumping
 Filthy Rich 28 colt Cash Point Pathetique Burggraaf Jumping
 Kydebrook Pedrosa 29 colt Cristobal Princess II Herzkristall Eventing
 Argy Bargy 30 colt Argento Prospect Links Randi Elite Jumping
 Millfield Tantalise 31 filly Tangelo Van De Zuuthoeve Quitania Colman Jumping
 Shw Fiery Sue 32 filly Westpoint Quickfire Sue's Blue Chacco-Blue Jumping
 Quaikin All The Glory 33 colt Caretino Glory Tilana S Wolfgang Jumping
 Whispers Lady 34 filly Whisper In The Wind Ukarla T Lester Jumping
 Rrh Bonica's Escape 35 filly Escape Z Virgina v/d Moortelshoeve Querlybet Hero Jumping
 Supacarmen 36 filly Supernova Wirela Epilot Jumping
 Witch Ever 37 filly Diamant De Semilly Witch Rash R Jumping
 Cicero's Boy HD 38 colt Cicero Z Van Paemel Wya Balia RS Germus R Jumping
 Zilfa Star 39 colt Big Star Zilfa Heleen Nobility Jumping
 RRH Flamingo Flamenco 40 colt Je T'aime Flamenco Zola Bud Uranium Du Hossoit Jumping
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WHISPER IN
THE WIND
08/06/2018 Bay Filly 
Eventing

Sire
WISH UPON A STAR 

GRIBALDI 
KOSTOLANY 

GONDOLA II 

PASMIEK 
HOUSTON 

ENNEMIEK 

Dam
ACE OF HEARTS II 

RICHELSHAGEN 
RUBINSTEIN I 

LINORE 

VENTURA 
RIVERMAN 

RISULA 

It is a pleasure to introduce this athletic filly by Wish Upon A Star, bred by Tina Sharp and coming all the way from beautiful Devon. Wish
Upon A Star has been combining his successful competition outings with busy stud duties, and brings the highly valuable blood of Gribaldi.
His dam line has produced successful Grand Prix show jumpers such as Diamond MHZ who was competed by Tim Stockdale and Clare and
Clark Glasgow. On the dam side, we have the Rubinstein son Richelshagen who has been a popular sire in this country for ridability and
temperament. Behind that comes a Riverman x Flemmingh mare line bred to Voltaire on a motherline that has produced numerous
successful show jumpers, such as Zephyr II, Noodles, Vivaldi XVIII, Barco 6 and Wirando H, to name only a few. This filly has it all, from
world class jumping and dressage genes to the all important blood and eventing performance credentials from the sire to make a truly modern
performance type.

angloeuropeanstudbook.co.ukbrightwells.com
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ACHILTY
FOUR TEN
09/06/2018 Bay Filly 
Jumping

Sire
FREEMAN VDL 

EMMERTON VDL 
EMILION 

LERSINAA 

BE HELENA VDL 
CHIN CHIN 

HELENA 

Dam
ACHILTY LIGHT AND LIVELY 

PARCO 
DARCO 

ILIONA VAN HET CARELSHOF 

PLASSEY CAVALIER 
CAVALIER (CAVALIER
ROYALE) 

PLASSEY GIRL XX 

This bold and beautiful filly stood out to our evaluators with her simply enormous presence, excellent conformation and big, elastic and
balanced movement. Bred by David Shand and coming to us al the way from Inverness, this filly is a great example of how British breeders
can mix some of our own performance lines with influences from the continent to create something very unique. Achilty Four Ten's mother is
by the great Darco son Parco out of a mother by the famous Cavalier Royal on a thoroughbred motherline that brings blood type and speed.
She competed successfully at 1.30m in this country. On top, we have the very modern Dutch lines of the 3yo stallion show champion Freeman
VDL who at now eight years old is competing successfully at 1.40m classes and whose first offspring are beginning to make an impact under
saddle across Europe. Freeman is known for making very complete horses with beautiful toplines and excellent conformation, and this filly is
certainly a prime example.

angloeuropeanstudbook.co.ukbrightwells.com
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DIEGO
24/03/2018 Dark Bay Colt 
Jumping

Sire
DIARADO 

DIAMANT DE SEMILLY 
LE TOT DE SEMILLY 

VENISE DES CRESLES 

ROXETTE I 
CORRADO I 

KIMBERLY III 

Dam
ALMA 

COBRA 
CARTHAGO Z 

S-LADALCA 

AYLA VAN DE VIERSCHAAR 
OHIO VAN DE PADENBORRE 

QUENELLE VAN
WYNENDAELE 

It is a pleasure to introduce this son of the great Diarado, bred by Laura Davis of Wickwater Stud. Diarado brings the important blood of
Diamant de Semily and has not only proven himself in the sport at 1.50m FEI level with Jonas Vervoort, but also as a progenitor of
performance and type in his highly successful offspring, including the German national champion Diaron, stallion performance test winner
Diacontinus and the Holstein stallion Dinken. Since 2013, Diarado has been at the top of the German FN show jumping breeding value
estimations. Diego's motherline goes back to the Hanoverian family of Norbilla, which produced the important stallion Graf Grannus, as well
as excellent performance horses, such as Wembley A and Robin Z and around 400,000 Euros of sport winnings in Germany alone. In the
direct dam line we find the international showjumper Venom de Beaufour who is competed by Josephine Cottarel of France. Bred for
performance through and through, this charming colt is a great prospect for the serious competition home.

angloeuropeanstudbook.co.ukbrightwells.com
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TRIOMPHE
GALLOIS TC
20/05/2018 Bay Filly 
Jumping

Sire
TRIOMPHE DE MUZE
(TRIOMPH DE MUZE) 

CHIN CHIN 
CONSTANT 

LARESE 

CAPRICE D'IFRANE 
GALOUBET A 

IFRANE X 

Dam
AMBER 

PAINTED BLACK 
GRIBALDI 

LITCHY 

UDAYA 
ANDIAMO 

IRIS B 

It is a pleasure to introduce, all the way from Wales from the breeding of Ruth Skillen of Tyddyn Cochyn Stud, a daughter of the great
Triomphe de Muze. This stallion looks back on a highly successful competition career, including wins at Hickstead and Wellington, backed
up by excellent performance breeding via his sire Chin Chin and his damsire Galoubet, sire of Baloubet du Rouet, both of whom went to the
Olympics. The motherline has produced several top-level horses like Newton de Kreisker, Mylord Carthago and Bamako de Muze. His dam
Caprice d’Ifrane produced seven international offspring at 1m40 level and above. Having already produced a string of successful international
Grand Prix horses, this sire is known to pass on his excellent jumping ability and athleticism. This filly's mother offers an interesting cocktail
of proven dressage breeding in Painted Black on a mother from Andiamo, son of the great Animo, who is valued for passing on type and the
desire to succeed, making him a highly valued addition to any show jumping pedigree. A lovely filly with beautiful looks and expressive,
athletic movement.

angloeuropeanstudbook.co.ukbrightwells.com
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TREVOULTER
TALLENTS
GENEVIEVE
13/05/2018 Grey Filly 
Jumping

Sire
GOTTERFUNKE 

GALVANO 
GRANDE 

LORELEY 

WISUA B 
WANDERBURSCH II 

WEIPA 

Dam
AMBER (MODEL) 

RANDI ELITE 
RAMZES III 

MANDY 

TREVOULTER BUMBLE 
NOVILHEIRO 

GIPSY ROSE 

We are delighted to present, all the way from Cornwall, this bold and athletic filly bred by Celia Clarke and Kerensa Cobbledick of Trevoulter
Stud. Trevoulter Tallents Genevieve has a powerful and expressive canter and is built for soundness. She is by Götterfunke who arrived in the
UK following severe injury in Germany, and Germany's loss was certainly our gain in this stallion who not only overcame his injuries to enjoy
a successful competition career with Derek Moreton, but who also brings some valuable breeding lines in the legendary Galvano on a direct
daughter of the great Wendekreis. The dam was bred by John Whitaker and carries the important performance blood of Randi who carried
Robert Whitaker to team gold in the British Young Rider European Championships in 1999, 2000 and 2001. Behind that comes Novilhero, a
highly interesting Lusitano stallion who competed internationally with John Whitaker, thus bringing some rather different breeding into this
unique mix. The grand dam Bumble produced several successful Grade A show jumpers with 5 figure sum winnings. She also had a daughter
called Thursday by Gasper who has been a prolific producer of international 1.50m and1.40m horses currently active on the circuit, including
Enrique Blue and Ever So Clever Blue by Mr Blue. A filly with highly interesting bloodlines and outstanding performance accolades in the
direct motherline, this young lady is not one to be missed!

angloeuropeanstudbook.co.ukbrightwells.com
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AREDIS
JUPITER
30/04/2018 Grey Colt 
Eventing

Sire
JAGUAR MAIL 

HAND IN GLOVE XX 
BEST TURN XX 

MISS BETTY XX 

ELVIRA MAIL 
LAUDANUM XX 

ADORET Z 

Dam
BALLYSHAN CARA MIA 

RUSSEL (RUSSEL II) 
COROFINO I 

ADELE 

BALLYSHAN DIVA 
RICARDO Z 

TIPPERARY NIGHT 

We see another great example of combining proven performance breeding from the British isles with European influences in this compelling
son of Jaguar Mail, bred by Steve Pullan of Aredis Sports Horses. Jaguar Mail requires no introduction. Following an illustrious competition
career, he has made a name for himself as a reliable progenitor of eventing performance which sees him in the top positions of the WBFSH
sire rankings. He carries a very high (over 80%) proportion of thoroughbred blood, making him an excellent choice to cross onto mares from
warmblood or Irish backgrounds. The mother of this striking and athletic colt comes from an Irish Sport Horse motherline with a good dose
of thoroughbred behind and Warmblood influences from the great Ricardo Z and the successful 1.60m show jumper Russel. A big and bold
colt with an enormous uphill canter and 3 expressive and well balanced gaits bred for eventing performance through and through.

angloeuropeanstudbook.co.ukbrightwells.com
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ENDEAVOUR
GF
31/05/2018 Bay Colt 
Jumping

Sire
EMERALD VAN 'T
RUYTERSHOF (EMERALD) 

DIAMANT DE SEMILLY 
LE TOT DE SEMILLY 

VENISE DES CRESLES 

CARTHINA Z 
CARTHAGO Z 

TANAGRA'S' VAN HET
DAROHOF 

Dam
MILLFIELD BALOULOU 

BALOU DU ROUET 
BALOUBET DU ROUET 

GEORGIA 

CANTATE III 
LINCOLN 

TABIMA 

From the breeding of Samatha Edis comes this striking son of the great Emerald, who brings not only some of the best of European breeding
through the great sires Diamant de Semilly and Carthago, but who also has his own exceptional Grand Prix performance record. He has
equally proven himself as a breeding sire, passing on his great qualities, with multiple licensed stallions and Grand Prix horses among his
offspring. This breeding is beautifully matched on the mother’s side in the renowned Balou du Rouet. The grandmother is the State premium
mare Cantate who produced the licensed son Millfield Cassidy and Con Versace, mother of the licensed stallion Quinlan Z. The dam line is
the Holsteiner line 18A2, one of the world’s most influential show jumping lines that produced stallions like Clinton and Untouchable and
countless Grand Prix horses. A tall and striking colt with athletic paces and a dream pedigree.

angloeuropeanstudbook.co.ukbrightwells.com
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NEMESIS GBS
10/05/2018 Liver Chestnut Filly 
Jumping

Sire
OLIVER 

VOLTAIRE 
FURIOSO II 

GOGO MOEVE 

KEZWIGGY STER 
GRAAF GRANDE 

GEZWIGGY KEUR 

Dam
BEC PARIS 

LIVELLO (S.I.E.C. LIVELLO,SIEC
LIVELLO) 

LIMBUS (GUARDUS LIMBUS) 

ZOCKA 

B 
GUIDAM 

JERMANJI 

We are delighted to introduce this very attractive filly bred by Melanie Gravell-Barnes of GB Sports Horse Stud from her own stallion GBS
Oliver, the only lifetime approved KWPN stallion currently standing in the UK. Oliver is line bred to the important Voltaire and features the
great Burggraaf via is son Graaf Grande. His offspring have received excellent comments in studbook evaluations for elasticity and type, and
notable progeny in the international sport include the 1.40m horse B Bommel and the 1.40m Irish stallion Oliver Twister. The filly's dam
offers proven performance breeding to match. She is by the Falsterbo nations cup winner Livello, which makes her the full sister of Bec
Lorenzo who competed successfully at international 1.45m level with Catherine Tyree and Anna Duff. Grand dam Jermanji also had a son by
Livello who competes internationally at CSI2** with Zhiyuan MA. Livello sired several international Grand Prix horses, such as SEIC Lion
King Z and Lapuccino 2, as well as several licensed stallions. A great combination of performance breeding and type, this delightful filly
convinces with beautiful elevated and balanced gaits.

angloeuropeanstudbook.co.ukbrightwells.com
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OUTBID
23/05/2018 Bay Colt 
Jumping

Sire
OUTCAST 

RUSSEL (RUSSEL II) 
COROFINO I 

ADELE 

KIMBARLA 
FLEMMINGH 

TYKARLA 

Dam
BON AMOUR 

BON AMI 
ELEGANT DE L'ILE 

LUCKEY 

HALIDA 'B' 
DARCO 

DALIDA 

It is a pleasure to introduce this colt bred by Helen van Heyningen and Mennell Watson of Euro Sport Horse. Outbid convinces with
outstanding gaits and expressive, athletic movement. He is out of the Bon Ami daughter Bon Amour whose oldest daughter Swirls is
competing successfully at 1.35m level. The sire Outcast is by the multiple international Grand Prix winner Russell and has numerous Grand
Prix wins and trials in this country with Mennell Watson. He carries some outstanding proven breeding genes. From his mother Kimbarla
comes also the successful puissance horse Citi Business, and she is the grand dam of the Grand Prix stallion Whisper in the Wind. She comes
from the direct motherline of numerous performance horses, including the international 1.50m horse Abarlo, the 1.60m horse Orlando and
the stallion Darinier. A powerful colt with big movement and bags of presence, combined with a thoroughly convincing performance
pedigree.

angloeuropeanstudbook.co.ukbrightwells.com
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ESME X
22/05/2018 Chestnut Filly 
Jumping

Sire
GOODYEAR VDL (G-STAR) 

VDL INDORADO 
CORRADO I 

AIDA 

BILOMA 
VDL CARDENTO 

SILOMA 

Dam
CADANZA PAARDENSMIDSE Z 

CADENCE VAN'T GELUTT 
CENTO 

TA POMME 

NANOUCH 
GODWIN VAN TEN BOSCH 

ODETTE VD MARETAK 

We are delighted to introduce this astonishing filly who joins us all the way from Lanarkshire from the breeding of Aileen Stormonth. Esme X
recently impressed an expert team of judges at the British Breeding Futurity to such an extent that she became the highest scoring entry of this
year's series so far, across all disciplines and ages, with perfect marks of 10 for her conformation and canter. Goodyear VDL (formerly known
as G-Star) is a local Scottish hero who famously won the Scottish free jumping championship as a 3 year old and is now standing at VDL stud
in Holland. The dam brings excellent Belgian Warmblood performance breeding in the young horse champion Cadence van't Gelutt. This
filly convinces with presence, movement and athleticism and is a serious competition prospect for the professional buyer.

angloeuropeanstudbook.co.ukbrightwells.com
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DYNAMIC GF
01/06/2018 Grey Colt 
Jumping

Sire
DOUGLAS 

DARCO 
LUGANO VAN LA ROCHE 

OCOUCHA 

FIONA M 
CAPITOL I 

BUFFET 

Dam
CINDY 

CASSINI II 
CAPITOL I 

WISMA 

NATJA 
LAKAI 

CARINA X 

It is a great pleasure to introduce this exceptional colt bred by Samantha Edis. The sire Douglas competed successfully in the international
1.50m classes with rider Conor Swail until injury cut short his jumping career. However, the sport's loss was breeding's gain, and he has since
established himself as a great progenitor of performance with offspring winning on the big international circuit everywhere. A particular
highlight is his son Suma’s Zorro who recently won the Grand Prix of Paris. It is therefore not surprising that his offspring are fetching
excellent prices, with Dougie Douglas selling for 1.4 million Euros at the Goresbridge Auction. On the mother's side, we have the influence of
the great Cassini on a dam line that has produced the 1.55m stallion Le Quidam and the 1.60m horses Cindy and Lambert Louis, to name only
a few examples. In the direct line we find from the grandmother Carina the 1.50m show jumper Felice and from the great grandmother Inka
the licensed stallion Campari. This colt thus offers a great combination of modern performance breeding on top of a proven motherline with
an excellent performance breeding record.

angloeuropeanstudbook.co.ukbrightwells.com
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MILLFIELD
NUSHKA E.T.
15/06/2018 Bay Filly 
Jumping

Sire
NUMERO UNO 

LIBERO H 
LANDGRAF I 

OKTAVE 

JOLANDA 
LORD CALANDO 

B-FEINSCHNITT 

Dam
CONTINUATION 

CONTENDER 
CALYPSO II 

GOFINE 

CONCORDIA 16 
CARTHAGO Z 

WANDA III 

This is a great opportunity to acquire a daughter of the famous Numero Uno from one of the best motherlines. Bred by Sue Jaggar of Millfield
Stud, Millfield Nushka is a charming filly with beautiful type and a modern, uphill frame. Numero Uno requires no further introduction, and
has proven his value as a progenitor of type and performance time and time again. Nushka's mother brings the important blood of Contender
and Carthago. Her son Millfield Counterfeit was champion of his stallion licensing and won numerous loose jumping championships before
making a highly promising start under saddle. The maternal grandmother bred the international horse Just Call Me Millfield Aristoc. From
that direct motherline we also have the international Grand Prix show jumpers D Carolus and Creme de la Creme 6. This is a pedigree that
dreams are made of, wrapped in a charming package in this filly who oozes type and quality. Please note that this filly is an ET foal and shown
on her recip mare.
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OLISTAR'S BIG
DREAM
19/03/2018 Bay Filly 
Jumping

Sire
BIG STAR 

QUICK STAR 
GALOUBET A 

STELLA 

JOLANDA 
NIMMERDOR 174 

ELYSETTE 

Dam
VISELIA 

ANDIAMO 
ANIMO 

TAJ NAHAL X 

GISELIA 
NOCTURN
(LAMOUR,L'AMOUR) 

WULITA 

A special auction highlight is this tall and elegant filly by none other than the Olympic Gold Medalist and British Legend Big Star who, of
course, needs no further introduction. The dam Viselia was mother to last year's second most expensive foal. She brings the type and class of
Andiamo on a dam line with an outstanding record of its own that produced the international Grand Prix show jumping stallions Ikoon and
Whispering Hope. Viselia's dam Giselia is half-sister to the mother of Vilavie du Bois Philip who has been competing successfully
internationally at 1.50m with Diego Perez Bilbao (ESP), and is now ridden by Samantha Wight (USA). With such flawless international
performance breeding on both sides, this strikingly beautiful filly is certainly destined for stardom.
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SANNABAYS
CANTARA
26/06/2018 Bay Filly 
Jumping

Sire
CARTIER VAN DE HEFFINCK 

CONTENDER 
CALYPSO II 

GOFINE 

CESTION 
CAPITOL I 

WESTION 

Dam
CUILLIN 

CANCARA (CANCARA Z) 
CASSINI I 

LACOSTA J 

CRISTA 
AHORN Z 

UTA III 

All the way from Scotland from the breeding of Lauren Piercy of Sannabay Sports Horses comes this beautiful filly bred to go to the very top
of the sport. The former Mechelen champion Cartier van de Heffinck offers the dream pedigree of the great Contender on a Capitol x
Landgraf mare and has sired numerous successful international Grand Prix horses, including Tim Stockdale's ride Erasmus van de Heffinck.
Sannabays Cantara's mother offers excellent proven performance lines. She is the the half sister of the 1.50m international show jumping mare
Coohiba and comes from the direct motherline of the 1.60m mare BB Casablanca, making this filly a highly interesting investment for
performance and breeding.
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CROWN
KARINA
09/01/2018 Bay Filly 
Jumping

Sire
KARAJAN 

KANNAN 
VOLTAIRE 

CEMETA 

VILJA 
VDL GROEP VERDI TN N.O.P. 

CHALLENGE 

Dam
ESKATTO 

STAKKATO 
SPARTAN 

PIA 

ESCAELA 
ESCUDO I 

GOOD LUCK 

We are delighted to introduce this tall and impressive daughter of the interesting young Kannan son Karajan. Bred by The Crown Stud, this
filly offers long and elegant lines paired with powerful and correct movement. Karajan carries a cocktail of some of the very best of modern
show jumping breeding. His sire Kannan requires no further introduction, and behind that come Verdi and then Cornet Obolensky. The
mother Eskkato brings the important influence of the great Stakkato, famed for passing on performance and excellent expressive gaits. One of
the oldest offspring from this mare is 7 years old and competing successfully at 1.20m level. The maternal grandmother Escaela is the half
sister to the 1.50m show jumping mare Enjoy. Also from this line, we have the stallion Coleman S. Interestingly, the motherline goes back to a
full thoroughbred mare who was also the mother of Orlog XX. Orlog was the dam sire of Dondola, whom we find in the dam line of the great
stallion Danciano. A truly fabulous pedigree in this imposing filly destined for the very top.
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FUTURE COOL
ILLUSION
06/05/2018 Bay Colt 
Eventing

Sire
FUTURE ILLUSION (GB) 

FLEETWATER OPPOSITION 
MUSCHAMP DANUBE 

OPUSHKA 

FUTURE ILLICIT AFFAIR 
THE OUTLAW 

CLASSIC FAYRE XX 

Dam
FUTURE COEUR DE REINE 

DESIR DU CHATEAU 
QUIDAM DE REVEL 

JAVOTTE D 

CORNISH GEM 
ROCK KING 

CORNISH FAER (R) (ELITE) 

Bred by Julia Hodkin of Future Sport Horses comes this outstanding colt by her very own stallion Future Illusion who has made a name for
himself as a progenitor of type, ridability and performance, whose offspring are successful in the sport up to international FEI level. He offers
a strong blend of proven eventing performance breeding from his sire Fleetwater Opposition on a dam line with a high percentage of
thoroughbred breeding. He has been the No.1 Ranked Sire of Eventers at the Futurity, and is also the sire of multiple Express Eventing and
Arena Eventing Winners, BYEH Finalists, HOYS Finalists, and Badminton Grassroots Finalists. It is therefore perhaps not surprising that this
foal was awarded an Elite Premium at this year's Futurity evaluations with a mark of 9.5 for his conformation and 9.25 for his canter. The
mother brings the proven show jumping breeding of the Quidam de Revel son Desir du Chateau who is over 68% thoroughbred and AA, and
has already sired multiple International eventers including the French Team horse Oregon de la Vigne, and the Young Showjumping World
Champion Dax van d’Abdijhoeve. The dam line goes back to the CCI**** mare Cornish Faer who was long listed for the Olympics and was by
the legendary thoroughbred Ben Faerie. Her daughter Cornish Gem was by the great event stallion Rock King, and Future Coeur de Reine
herself was the top scoring BEF Futurity Event Foal in 2009 scoring 9.21. A beautiful colt with the performance credentials to match.
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TILERY BANK
MIDAS TOUCH
01/06/2018 Buckskin Colt 
Eventing

Sire
KAMBARBAY 

KUVVATLI 
KARAMAN 

ALCHAK 

SONATA 
MUKHTAR 

SIL 

Dam
JACQUELINE HYDE 

BEAT ALL XX 
DYNAFORMER XX 

SPIRITED MISSUS XX 

KANSAS CITY 
LUTE ANTIQUE 

TENACITY 

Bred by Jules and Carl Padgett of Tilery Bank Stud, this charming colt shows the beautiful type and uphill gaits we have come to expect from
the offspring of the AES approved stallion Kambarbay who brings a highly interesting injection of Akhal Teke performance breeding with his
very own cocktail of athleticism and beauty. Kambarbay has distinguished himself as a great progenitor or type on a wide range of mares.
Behind that we have a very interesting thoroughbred mare who impressed the studbook evaluators with her exceptional active and floating
paces and excellent riding horse type, earning her the top award for pure broodmares of 3***. She is by the successful racing stallion Beat All
XX who brings to the table that all important ability to stretch into a true gallop. A striking colt, bred to event, but equally convincing in looks
and type.
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AREDIS
TELSTAR
23/04/2018 Grey Colt 
Eventing

Sire
GREY TOP 

GRAF TOP I 
GRAF GRANNUS 

CAPRIES 

SILVER DREAM 
SINGULAR JOTER 

CAMPANILE 

Dam
JAGUAR MOON 

JAGUAR MAIL 
HAND IN GLOVE XX 

ELVIRA MAIL 

KNARESBOROUGH
MOONBEAM 

KNARESBOROUGH FUSILIER 

HORNBEAM 

Another athletic and tall eventing prospect comes from the breeding of Steve Pullan of Aredis Sports Horses. Aredis Telstar offers the unusual
and interesting combination of some of the most highly regarded modern performance bloodlines on a Cleveland Bay motherline. The
Cleveland Bay has received much attention in the press recently as an endangered breed, and it is thanks to the tireless work of breeders like
Steve that we have a chance of seeing these lovely horses preserved for future generations. Grey Top is a very interesting choice as an eventing
sire, as in his Hanoverian performance test he was not only the reserve champion of the jumping stallions, but also came a very good fifth of
the dressage stallions, showing the dual talent and versatility required in modern day eventers. From his first crop alone came 3 licensed
stallions, indicating that he is a great progenitor of type and talent. The stallion is competing at 1.50m level since 2016. The mother of this
beautiful colt is by none other than the great Jaguar Mail who requires no further introduction and who brings a good dose of highly valuable
thoroughbred blood. Behind comes a pure Cleveland Bay line that has produced 3 licensed stallions in the immediate family, Aredis Maestro,
Aredis Prospero and the popular Arena Big Ben. A very beautiful and athletic foal with long limbs and an excellent canter, making him an
exciting future prospect.
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HOLLYHURST
SIR LANCELOT
22/06/2018 Bay Colt 
Eventing

Sire
CASANOVA LDS LDS 

CONTENDROS BUBE 
CONTENDRO I 

PIK BUBE'S GIRL 

LAVENDEL 
LAURIES CRUSADOR XX 

RUBINA 

Dam
JUST JASMIN 

WIZARD KING XX 
SHAADI XX 

BROOMSTICK COTTAGE XX 

ROSE HILL 
SABREHILL XX 

PETITE ROSANNA 

No auction selection of eventing foals would seem complete without a proper dose of thoroughbred breeding, which is why it is a particular
pleasure to introduce this gorgeous colt by Casanova LDS out of the Wizard King XX daughter Just Jasmin XX. Casanova LDS is becoming a
popular choice in eventing breeding, as he offers an interesting blend of Pik Bube in his sire's dam sire and Rubinstein in his dam's dam sire
with the jumping lines of Contender on top and the thoroughbred Lauries Crusador XX as dam sire. He passes on excellent movement and
athleticism and will cross particularly well with blood type for a modern eventing horse, as he makes beautiful fronts and uphill conformation.
This lovely colt's mother, Just Jasmin XX, is a pure thoroughbred from successful racing stallions. She evented successfully at novice level
before becoming a full time broodmare. A highlight is the black type stallion Habitat XX, dam sire of Just Jasmin's sire, who won over $82
million in racing. Further back in the dam line we find the black type mare Miss Slip=eng XX. A colt of exceptional type, incorporating all
that is great about the modern thoroughbred, while presenting himself in a beautiful uphill frame with exceptional movement.
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EXTREEM
TWIST
08/06/2018 Chestnut Colt 
Jumping

Sire
EXTREEM VAN DE BRESSER 

LYS DE DARMEN 
ET HOP X 

DARMEN 

QUINTANA 
WIENSENDER 

WELA 

Dam
J.J. 

ITS THE BUSINESS (ELITE) 
JASPER 

ALANDA 

GORDONS TWIST 
WIESENDER 

VIREDDE 

This charming colt by the Extreem van de Bresser from the breeding of Helen van Heyningen and Mennell Watson of Euro Sport Horse
convinces with a great performance pedigree on both sides. From a motherline that has produced 7 graded Hanoverian stallions, Extreem van
de Bresser is by Lys de Darmen, who brings a 50% Anglo Arab influence and who is the damsire of none other than the highly successful
Action Breaker. The maternal grandmother Gordon's Twist has winnings of over £30,000 in the sport, competing nationally and
internationally up to Grand Prix with Helen van Heyningen. Crucially, she has passed this on to her offspring, as the mother of several
international performance horses, including the Portuguese European Young Riders Team horse Little Business and the successful
international Grand Prix horse Back in Business. A remarkable pedigree with a dream performance record in the direct motherline, wrapped
in an attractive package that makes this foal an excellent competition prospect.
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DVS JUST GOT
MAIL
05/05/2018 Bay Filly 
Eventing

Sire
BRITANNIA’S MAIL 

JAGUAR MAIL 
HAND IN GLOVE XX 

ELVIRA MAIL 

HEADLEY BRITANNIA 
JUMBO 

ALANS BAMBI XX 

Dam
JUST A GIGGLE 

CATHERSTON LIBERATOR 
LIBOI 

CATHERSTON JETSTREAM 

JUST A SECOND 
JUST A MONARCH XX 

GREHAN 

From the breeding of Tanya Endres of Bonafide Stud comes this gorgeous daughter of Britannia's Mail who combines the genes of two of the
all times greats in international eventing and show jumping breeding in his Olympic sire Jaguar Mail and his Olympic medallist dam Headley
Britannia. Ridden by Lucinda Fredericks and with bloodlines like that it is perhaps unsurprising that Britannia's Mail is among the youngest
advanced eventing stallion available for stud duties. On the mother's side we find an impressive proven performance record to match. Just A
Giggle is by the all time great Catherston Liberator with a strong thoroughbred line behind trough Just a Monarch XX. She was an
intermediate event horse with Gamma Tattersall before injury. Her maternal brother Just A Game is going advanced this year. The Dam's first
three foals are with international riders and exciting prospects for the sport. Her fourth foal went to a showing home and is showing
successfully at county level. Both granddams competed to BE Grade 1, giving this filly strong performance provenance through and through.
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ACHILTY TOP
GUN
26/05/2018 Light Bay Colt 
Jumping

Sire
TRIOMPHE DE MUZE
(TRIOMPH DE MUZE) 

CHIN CHIN 
CONSTANT 

LARESE 

CAPRICE D'IFRANE 
GALOUBET A 

IFRANE X 

Dam
KYLIE 

HARLEQUIN DU CAREL 
ROSIRE 

ALAYA DU CAREL 

MISS BUTLER IMP 
MASTER IMP XX 

TENNISLATTY LADY 

All the way from Inverness from the breeding of David Shand of Achilty Sport Horses comes this powerhouse of a foal by the great Triomphe
de Muze in another example of mixing British lines from Irish sport horse and thoroughbred breeding with the very best of Continental lines.
Triomphe de Muze who combines the genes of Chin Chin and Galoubet has not only proven himself in the sport with multiple international
Grand Prix winnings, but also as a great progenitor of type and performance. Among his illustrious offspring we find the exciting 1.60m
horses Candy Boy, Casper de Muze and Drago, to name only a few of many highlights. On the mother, we find the Irish based Selle Francais
stallion Harlequin du Carel who comes from the famous Selle Francais mareline 1223 . This line has produced the stallions Kildare Du Carel
and Rocky Du Carel. Behind that comes the legendary thoroughbred Master Imp, who sired countless successful show jumpers and eventers,
among them Conor Swail's successful Grand Prix hose Master of Moments and Master Ballinteskin who was Ireland’s first representative at
the World Young Horse Showjumping Championships in Lanaken, where he placed second with Eddie Moloney in 2001. A strong and
athletic foal with a bold outlook.
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QUINTANA
16/05/2018 Bay Filly 
Jumping

Sire
QUINTERO 

QUANTUM 
QUIDAM DE REVEL 

ULLA V 

IBARA 
CHAMONIX 

S-COPACABANA 

Dam
LONGMEADS MINAO 

ANIMO 
ALME Z 

IRENE 

LATINA 
RAMIRO Z 

ARTEMIS 

From the breeding of Amanda Petts of Warren Wood Manor Stud we are excited to introduce this outstanding athletic filly by the famous
Quintero La Silla. Having made a name for himself in the sport and an outstanding performance record of multiple international Grand Prix
victories, Quintero is equally proving himself as the sire of successful Grand Prix horses, such as the World Cup winner Breitling LS.
Quintana's mother Longmead Minao is a great match, having herself competed successfully with Simon Crippen, jumping at 1.60m level. She
is line bred to the great Almé and brings type and athleticism from Animo and the proven performance influence of Ramiro Z. She is half
sister to the internationally successful Grandalsgard Kick Ass. The grandmother Latina's full sister produced the 1.60m mare Donna. A
beautiful filly with a true x-factor and proven performance pedigree through and through.
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MALIKA PX
18/05/2018 Chestnut Filly 
Jumping

Sire
PILOTHAGO TN 

PILOT 
PILATUS (G.PILATUS) 

GRATIA 

VALERIE 
CARTHAGO Z 

SERA DEL CASTEGNO 

Dam
MEMPHIS 

WARNING PLEASE 
QUICK STAR 

WANDORRA 

TYRELIA SUNDAY MORNING 
CRUISING 

KARIEN 

This little powerhouse of a filly bred by George Bateman convinces with fabulous movement and bags of charm. She is by the promising
Westphalian premium stallion Pilothago who is currently competing successfully with Zoï Snels. This stallion is a direct son of the legendary
Pilot, with further excellent show jumping genes from the mother through the famous Carthago Z and Stakkato. This filly's mother combines
the desirable breeding of the Quickstar son Warning Please with some classic Irish performance breeding in Cruising on the direct motherline
of the popular thoroughbred stallion Abergwiffy XX. A powerful and athletic filly with enormous elasticity in her canter and a strong frame,
made for the serious sport. Sadly, this filly lost her birth mother shorter after having been born and will therefore be shown on a surrogate
mare.
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MILLFIELD
STARSKY
02/05/2018 Bay Colt 
Jumping

Sire
STAKKATO GOLD 

STAKKATO 
SPARTAN 

PIA 

WERTHERROESCHEN 
WERTHER 

A L'ESPRIT 

Dam
MILLFIELD CASSANDRA 

CASSINI I 
CAPITOL I 

WISMA 

PRETTY WOMAN 
CARETINO 

HERA XX 

Bred by Sue Jaggar of Millfield stud, this athletic foal convinces with elastic and expressive movement, with a canter that comes truly off the
ground in this exciting show jumping prospect. Millfield Starsky is by the desirable Stakkato son Stakkato Gold who not only jumped
internationally up to Grand Prix level himself, but who also sired numerous licensed stallions and Grand Prix horses, among them the
successful World Cup horse Silence. On the mother's side, we have the influential blood of Cassini and Caretino on a mother line that has
directly produced the Holstein stallion Cassato who was approved by the Bavarian Warmblood Society. A little further behind in the direct
dam line we find the outstanding mare Warda who not only produced no fewer than three licensed stallions, but is also the grandmother of
international Grand Prix horses such as T Cordina and Castello 187. This foal combines great movement and type to make an excellent
prospect for a serious competition home.
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REMUS
SHADOW
12/06/2018 Bay/Grey Colt 
Eventing

Sire
CASANOVA LDS LDS 

CONTENDROS BUBE 
CONTENDRO I 

PIK BUBE'S GIRL 

LAVENDEL 
LAURIES CRUSADOR XX 

RUBINA 

Dam
NIMBUS 

CLOUD NINE II 
LANDO 

N-CLIVIA 

FRITZ AMANDA 
TEMPLE RAMIRO 

GRAND SAILA 

Our second eventing foal by Casanova comes from the breeding of Gemma Turvey in Warwickshire. The sire offers an interesting mix of
proven and valuable dressage lines in Pik Bube, Rubinstein, and a good blood injection from Lauries Crusador XX with some excellent
jumping breeding in Contendro who needs no further introduction. Shadow’s dam Nimbus is from the direct motherline of the successful
Grand Prix dressage stallion Schiwago and by Cloud Nine who brings the performance pedigree of the Sydney Olympic Gold Medalist Lando.
Cloud Nine himself competed internationally at Grand Prix level with Ben Maher and offers a further injection thoroughbred lines in the
famous Ladykiller XX and Cottage Son XX. This foal convinces with 3 athletic and expressive gaits and an excellent mix of proven dressage
and show jumping performance breeding with that all important dose of thoroughbred for a truly modern eventer.
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RMS 
THUNDERBANTOS

01/06/2018 Chestnut Colt 
Jumping

Sire
EDOBANTOS 

AMADEUS (AGUIDAM W) 
GUIDAM 

ELOTTIE W 

ANOBANTA 
INDORADO 

NOBANTA 

Dam
OPPORTUNITY SUMMERTIME 

CROWN CONSORT 
VICEROY III 

CROWN EXCELSIOR 

STONEBRIDGE SANDRA 
SANDRO B 

MO 

We are delighted to introduce this very striking colt bred by Nicola Marins from her own stallion Edobantos. Edobantos is a young stallion
who offers some excellent performance blood through his successful Grand Prix show jumping sire Amadeus and the legendary Indorado on
the mother. He is combining his stud duties with a busy competition career in British eventing and show jumping with Nicola's husband
Rafael Marins. Opportunity Summertime was bred by New Zealand’s former eventing team rider Niel Spratt. While she has been a dedicated
broodmare, her two maternal sisters are currently out eventing. Isington Red Faerie finished the 2017 YH 6yo championship at Osberton last
year clear and is now gaining excellent 2* form as a 7yo. And her youngest maternal sister is making waves eventing with many double clears
this season. This is a great opportunity to purchase a charming son of the up-and-coming stallion Edobantos from an active eventing mare
family. The mother of this lovely foal was sadly lost, so he will be shown on his surrogate dam.
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FILTHY RICH
10/05/2018 Bay Colt 
Jumping

Sire
CASH POINT 

CON AIR 
CONTENDER 

I-LAUDA AIR (LAUDA AIR) 

SORAYA II 
CHAMONIX 

GAROJA 

Dam
PATHETIQUE 

BURGGRAAF 
LANDGRAF I 

LOANDA 

CASHMIRA 
CASH 

LUANDA 

This powerful colt bred by Sharon Baldwin of Meadow Stud comes out of a direct Burggraaf daughter with excellent performance breeding
credentials. The dam Pathetique is also the mother of Constant II, successful at international 1.60m level with multiple winnings under Helen
Tredwell (GBR) and Geoff Luckett (GBR). Further back in the direct motherline pedigree we have the foundation mare Havel who became
the grandmother of 1.60m horses such as Cascano, Chancero, Cord II and Clinton. She comes from the Holsteiner line 730b, which also
produced famous stallions like Lazio and Caletto. The very modern stallion Cash Point complements this mare beautifully by offering blood
type and performance of his own, with numerous international wins to his name. A very interesting colt from a valuable motherline who
convinces with expressive and elastic gaits.
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KYDEBROOK
PEDROSA
12/05/2018 Bay Colt 
Eventing

Sire
CRISTOBAL 

BUDDENBROCK 
SIXTUS 

BALLERINA XXV 

LIONS CATCH XX (LION'S
CATCH XX) 

CATANZARO XX 

KONNYCH XX 

Dam
PRINCESS II 

HERZKRISTALL 
GOLDINO 

HERZSOLO 

PARODIE 
TROCADERO 

PONTRESINA VOM
KLOSTERHOF 

It is with great pleasure that we introduce all the way from Wales this exceptional eventing foal from the breeding of Diane Gilby of
Kydebrook Stud. Kydebrook Pedrosa convinces with three balanced and expressive gaits to rival any purely dressage bred horse, but he
combines this with a pedigree that makes him a highly exciting prospect for a serious eventing home. The sire Cristobal combines the blood of
the famous Elite stallion Buddenbrock with that all important thoroughbred injection that we are looking for in a successful eventer, making
him a top pick of his generation for passing on serious competition potential with a rare combination of excellent jumping ability and quality
of gaits on the flat. The dam is from the direct line of the much valued stallion Pret-a-Porter. The line of Perlmuschel is one of the oldest
Trakehner mare families and can be traced back to the 18th century. It has produced countless famous stallions, such as the legendary Poet
and TCN Partout, as well as successful performance horses such as the 1.60m show jumper Armani Stern. A convincing foal in every way with
an outstanding pedigree that has no blind spots.
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ARGY BARGY
14/06/2018 Bay Colt 
Jumping

Sire
ARGENTO 

ARKO III 
ARGENTINUS 

UNIKA 

FLORA MAY 
GASPER 

PERDI 

Dam
PROSPECT LINKS 

RANDI ELITE 
RAMZES III 

MANDY 

BETH III 
 

 

There is a lovely story behind this beautiful colt by the great Argento, for his breeder G.D. Worrell was also the breeder of Argento's mother
all those years ago! Argento, of course, needs to further introduction. At he age of 16 he is still winning big classes on the international circuit,
having been victorious at Chantilly in July this year, and giving us a real indication of his truly exceptional quality. He is a very compact
stallion with outstanding jumping technique and the ideal conformation to negotiate the most technical of jumping courses. The Whitaker
theme continues with the dam who is by the famous stallion Randi Elite who represented Great Britain first under John Whitaker and then
under Robert Whitaker with whom he took the British Junior European Team to win gold in Hungary in 2000. Prospect Links had a foal in
every AES Elite auction, and they have sold to lovely homes. We are confident that this gorgeous colt will be no exception.
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MILLFIELD
TANTALISE
01/04/2018 Bay Filly 
Jumping

Sire
TANGELO VAN DE
ZUUTHOEVE (OTANGELO) 

NARCOS II 
FAIR PLAY III 

GEMINI 

OLYMPIA VAN DE KREKEBEKE 
LAUDANUM XX 

RACYONA Z 

Dam
QUITANIA 

COLMAN 
CARTHAGO Z 

ROSENQUARZ 

QUIBELL 
QUATTRO B (CIEL D'ESPOIR) 

JESSICA IV 

This very aptly named filly convinced the studbook selectors with her exceptional type and presence. Bred by Sue Jaggar of Millfield Stud from
the direct motherline of the stallion L'Etoile Z and Spencer Roe's International Grand Prix horse Chaccomo Agostini, this dam line has
produced countless 1.60m horses in recent years, including the mare Quattro Queen, successful with Judy Garofalo Torres, Xavier Vacher's
and Benjamin Grandjacques' ride Chapter One and Conor Swail's horse Conduct, to name just a few. The sire Tangelo van de Zuuthoeve has
combined his successful international career with an outstanding record as a sire of performance horses, which has him feature in the top
section of the WBFSH sire rankings with countless progeny competing internationally with great success. This is a superb opportunity to
acquire a truly outstanding filly who certainly has the x-Factor.
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SHW FIERY
SUE
27/05/2018 Bay Filly 
Jumping

Sire
WESTPOINT QUICKFIRE 

QUICK STAR 
GALOUBET A 

STELLA 

FINOLA 
FULTON 

FRYDENBORG'S ANNABELLE 

Dam
SUE'S BLUE 

CHACCO-BLUE 
CHAMBERTIN 

CONTARA 

SUE 
LANDETTO 

IZAURA V/H P.G. 

All the way from Wales and bred by Michelle Rowles-Lloyd comes this beautifully bred filly with bags of presence and powerful movement to
match. SHW Fiery Sue is by the Quickstar son Westpoint Quickfire. From the same sire as the legendary Big Star, he won the Show jumping
Stallion Award 2016 for sire of the top showjumping Futurity Progeny by a British based Stallion for his Elite son SHS Quickstep. The mother
is the full sister to Royal Blue who jumps internationally. She already has a 6yo daughter by van Gogh who is competing at 1.25m level. Her
sire Chacco-Blue had a highly successful international Grand Prix show jumping career, which was sadly cut short by his early demise from
Lyme disease at the age of 14. However, his breeding legacy is simply phenomenal with more than 30 licensed sons and 119 advanced level/S
level show jumpers among his direct progeny. Behind that, we have the important influence of Landgraf through the great dam sire Landetto,
and then comes the famous Wendekreis whom we find in the dam pedigrees of so many successful show jumpers. A stunning filly with bags
of presence and a dream pedigree, making her an excellent prospect for the sport.
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QUAIKIN ALL
THE GLORY
16/05/2018 Bay Colt 
Jumping

Sire
CARETINO GLORY (VULKORN
VAN DE ZUUTHOEVE) 

CHEENOOK 
CARETINO 

TRIKA 

GLORIEUZE 
GLORIEUX 

CARINA 

Dam
TILANA S 

WOLFGANG 
FARN 

JOLANDA 

DILANA 
RAMIRO Z 

RILANA 

This expressive colt from the breeding of Victoria Jayne Moss of Quaikin Stud convinces with a powerful built and bold movement. He is by
the remarkable 1.60m stallion Caretino Glory, who sired an impressive range of successful international show jumpers, including the 1.60m
horse Sussex Caretino and the highly successful Blaze of Glory. The mother, Tilana S, brings the proven performance lines of Wolfgang and
Ramiro Z. She herself competed successfully at 1.40m and her half sister Vilana S competed successfully internationally at 1.45m for Sweden
with Erika Lickhammer. She comes from a strong motherline that produced numerous successful 1.60m Grand Prix horses, such as Tiboy by
Hubertus and Palermo by Zadok. A striking colt who oozes quality and presence with a performance pedigree to match, making this a great
prospect for the very top of the sport.

angloeuropeanstudbook.co.ukbrightwells.com
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WHISPERS
LADY
05/05/2018 Bay Filly 
Jumping

Sire
WHISPER IN THE WIND 

COBRETTI 
CROSBY 

BARONESSE III 

MYSTIC 
MR MAJESTIC 

KIMBARLA 

Dam
UKARLA T 

LESTER 
LANCER II 

HADETTE 

PUKARLA 
HOLLAND (FAN HOLLAND) 

OBARLA 

From the breeding of Helen van Heyningen and Mennell Watson of Euro Sport Horse comes this gorgeous strong filly by the successful
Grand Prix performance stallion Whisper in the Wind in an interesting example of line breeding that picks up on this stallion's outstanding
motherline in the dam who comes from the direct dam line of the 1.40m horse Cracker T, the 1.45m horse S.R.I. Tyson and the 1.50m horse
Abarlo. The great-grandmother Obarla is also the mother of Tycarla who was the mother of Whisper in the Wind's mother Kimbarla. This
exciting stallion by the great Corbetti out of a half sister of the famous Concorde has graduated from his successful early career in young horse
competitions that saw him come 6th out of 260 horses at Lanarken to competing at Grand Prix level with his rider Mennell Watson. On the
mother's side, we see the important influence of Landgraf and Concorde in the back pedigree. A beautiful filly bred to succeed at every level.

angloeuropeanstudbook.co.ukbrightwells.com
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RRH BONICA'S
ESCAPE
09/07/2018 Coloured Filly 
Jumping

Sire
ESCAPE Z 

EMERALD VAN 'T
RUYTERSHOF (EMERALD) 

DIAMANT DE SEMILLY 

CARTHINA Z 

PROMESSE 
HEARTBREAKER 

CHABLIS (I-CHABLIS) 

Dam
VIRGINA V/D
MOORTELSHOEVE 

QUERLYBET HERO
(QUERLYBET HERO STX) 

BALOUBET DU ROUET 

NARCOTIQUE DE MUZE II 

ANKARA 
RIO GRANDE 

IRINA 

It's a pleasure to introduce a splash of colour in this beautiful uphill foal by Escape Z, bred by Jasmine Hulme. Escape Z is one of the most
exciting young stallions in recent years who has proven himself to be a great progenitor of type, while clocking up an impressive performance
record, to boot. By Emerald out of the mother of Untouchable, Escape Z won the national four-year-old title at Addington in 2016 and last
year was named leading five-year-old stallion at the world young horse championships in Lanaken. There are exciting times ahead for this
stallion who has been produced by Danielle Ryder following the purchase of one third of the stallion by world number 1 Harrie Smolders. The
mother has competed in young horse classes and up to 1.30m level before retiring from the sport due to injury. She is by the 1.60m stallion
Querlybet Hero who is by the great Baloubet du Rouet out of a 1.60m Darco daughter. Her mare family produced the 1.60m stallion Up
Chiqui and the excellent mare Air Chin Z who jumped herself at 1.60m level and had two daughters, Con Air Z and Balou Z jumping up to
1.50m. A very attractive foal with an outstanding performance pedigree, uphill gaits and beautiful type.

angloeuropeanstudbook.co.ukbrightwells.com
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SUPACARMEN
28/04/2018 Chestnut Filly 
Jumping

Sire
SUPERNOVA 

SURPRISE II 
ROYAL DANCE 

HEIDELINDE 

TAMARA 
KIMBERLEY 

FIOLA STER 

Dam
WIRELA 

EPILOT (E-PILOT) 
PILOT 

DIXI 

JIRELA 
KAFU XX 

IRELA 

When NPS Supernova burst onto the UK scene a few years back, everyone immediately knew that he was something very special, with real
star quality, technique and ability in a beautiful tall and big framed horse. It was therefore hardly surprising that he achieved the top price at
the Brightwells Auction as a 3yo. He brings the blood of the influential Casall, who requires no further introduction, and behind that comes
proven Holsteiner breeding through Carthago and Calypso II. In this tall and striking filly, the breeder Karin Fitton has made an interesting
choice to use a motherline known for producing some good eventers, such as Estepona by the thoroughbred Able Albert XX. The dam sire is
the great Epilot, who sired countless grand prix showjumpers. Behind that comes thoroughbred from Kafu XX providing athleticism and that
all important blood injection required for the modern performance type. A tall and bold foal with 3 elastic and athletic gaits who simply oozes
presence.

angloeuropeanstudbook.co.ukbrightwells.com
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WITCH EVER
04/07/2018 Bay Filly 
Jumping

Sire
DIAMANT DE SEMILLY 

LE TOT DE SEMILLY 
GRAND VENEUR 

VENUE DU TOT 

VENISE DES CRESLES 
ELF III 

MISS DES CRESLES 

Dam
WITCH 

RASH R 
CASH 

ZARAH 

T SELLIE 15 
NAMELUS R 

O.SELLIE 14 

When it comes serious competition prospects, it really does not get better than this outstanding filly bred by Nick Ward by Diamant de Semily
from the outstanding mare Witch whom he owns jointly with Michael Whitaker. The sire requires no introduction, having held the top spot
on the WBFSH show jumping sire rankings for 2015 and 2016 and standing as a guarantor for pure performance at the very top. The mother
of this stunning filly looks back on a highly successful show jumping career with her young rider Emily Ward. Together, they won the under-
23 championship at Olympia, making Emily the youngest rider ever to win that title. In her pedigree, we find further extremely strong
performance breeding. The dam, T Sellie 15, competed successfully internationally at 1.60m level with Joy Lammers. Also from this direct
motherline comes the 1.60m horse Uschi K and the 1.50m horse Erka. This is a simply outstanding opportunity to own a beautiful filly with
the most valuable and proven show jumping breeding who convinces in her own right with athleticism, type, and 3 excellent, balanced gaits.

angloeuropeanstudbook.co.ukbrightwells.com
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CICERO'S BOY
HD
10/07/2018 Bay Colt 
Jumping

Sire
CICERO Z VAN PAEMEL
(CICERO Z) 

CARTHAGO Z 
CAPITOL I 

PERRA 

RENDEZ-VOUS VAN PAEMEL 
RANDEL Z 

GRANIE 

Dam
WYA BALIA RS 

GERMUS R 
JOOST 

ZERMIE 

EBALIA 
PANTHEON XX 

OBALIA 

It is a great pleasure to introduce this powerful and bold foal by none other than the great Cicero whose offspring are successful at
international Grand Prix level all over the world. Bred by Jonathan Durham, this colt comes from a particularly strong motherline. Wya Balia
RS combines the proven Grand Prix performance accolades of Germus R with a good injection of thoroughbred on the mother through
Pantheon XX, and behind that comes the famous Farn. She already has offspring competing up to 1.40m level internationally, and with the
majority of her children still at the very beginning of their careers, this can only get more exciting. The mare family has been prolific in
producing international show jumpers and licensed stallions, including Warrior by Lupicor, Bybalia SMH by Cardento, Tobalio by Numero
Uno, and the stallions Consul de la Vie Z and Hamlet, to name only a few examples. A charming and bold colt with big athletic movement
and a pedigree from which much is to be expected.

angloeuropeanstudbook.co.ukbrightwells.com
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ZILFA STAR
11/05/2018 Bay Colt 
Jumping

Sire
BIG STAR 

QUICK STAR 
GALOUBET A 

STELLA 

JOLANDA 
NIMMERDOR 174 

ELYSETTE 

Dam
ZILFA HELEEN 

NOBILITY 
LUX (LUX Z) 

IENI 

TINDA HELEEN 
NO LIMIT (VDL GROEP NO
LIMIT)ORLALYN 

FELA HELEEN 

Another auction highlight is this very big moving colt by none other than the great Big Star. Bred at Wrestow Stud by Nicola Burton, this
gorgeous foal convinces with a very expressive and athletic canter that comes off the ground and shows excellent ability to balance and collect
as well as extend. The great Big Star requires no further introduction, but Zillfa Star's mother brings to the table some excellent performance
and breeding accolades of her own. She competed to 1.35m internationally with Jamie Wingrove and comes from the direct motherline of the
1.60m horse Iwan. She is by the Lux son Nobility, and behind that comes more proven 1.60m performance in No Limit and Zadok. With a
great performance pedigree all the way through and a strong performance record on the dam herself, this colt is certainly not one to be
missed!

angloeuropeanstudbook.co.ukbrightwells.com
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RRH
FLAMINGO
FLAMENCO
06/04/2018 Bay Colt 
Jumping

Sire
JE T'AIME FLAMENCO 

FLAMENCO DE SEMILLY 
LE TOT DE SEMILLY 

QUENOTTE DU CHEMIN 

QUANSIE VAN DE HALHOEVE 
LANDETTO 

KORIENA VAN DE HALHOEVE 

Dam
ZOLA BUD 

URANIUM DU HOSSOIT 
OGANO SITTE 

GWENDOLYN 

RAINY CRUISE 
CRUISING 

RAINY TIMES 

This very striking tall colt is bred by Jasmine Hulme from the desirable stallion Je T'aime Flamenco who famously won no fewer than seven of
the World's major Grand Prix. With a vast array of progeny competing successfully at international level, including the 1.60m mare Roma IV,
ridden by Alison Barton, and Billy Twomey's ride Kimba Flamenco, who only recently was victorious at Falsterbo, this stallion is one of the
most reliable progenitors of performance attributes. The mother brings the performance breeding of Uranium du Hossoit, son of the 1.60m
stallion Ogano Sitte, on a daughter of Cruising with a thoroughbred injection behind from the stallion Bahrain XX, making an interesting
cocktail of European performance lines combined with some classical breeding from the British isles. The mare competed in young horse
classes and up to 1.30m before retiring from the sport to be used as a broodmare. An athletic and bold colt with the performance credentials
to go all the way to the top.

angloeuropeanstudbook.co.ukbrightwells.com
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The Sale will be run under the Conditions of Sale set out below and 
the Brightwells General Conditions of Sale; it is your responsibility to 
have read the Conditions of Sale prior to purchasing.

Sellers please note the following Supplementary Conditions (to be 
drawn to your attention by order of HM Customs and Excise).

HM CUSTOMS AND EXCISE RULES

Would all sellers note that we (Brightwells) will raise a Self Billing Tax 
Invoice for the proceeds of any goods in this or any other Sale held 
by us? It is a Customs and Excise requirement that this is the only Tax 
Invoice raised for those items.

We must have your VAT Registration Number (where appropriate) 
together with your name and address for inclusion on any Self Billing 
Tax Invoice raised by ourselves.

You must notify us immediately if your VAT Registration Number is 
cancelled or if you are issued with a new VAT Registration Number.

Any seller not agreeing to this system of Self Billing Tax Invoices being 
raised by us must notify us prior to the commencement of the Sale. 
Regrettably, we can only operate with a Self Billing System in place 
and therefore will not sell the goods of any seller who is unable to 
accept this system.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF CHARTERED SURVEYORS MEMBER’S 
ACCOUNTS REGULATIONS 1993 NOTICE REQUIRED UNDER 
REGULATION 2A

This market / auction sale is not required to comply with RICS 
Members Accounts Regulations. No monies paid to this sale are 
covered by any scheme for the protection of clients’ money operated 
by the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors. A more detailed 
explanation can be obtained in writing from the RICS Regulations 
Department, Surveyor Court, Westwood way, Coventry CV4 9JE

ENTRY

1. (1) A horse shall be entered for a sale on the completion of an Entry
Form by or on behalf of the Seller and upon payment by the Seller to
the Auctioneer of the prescribed entry fee.

(2) In the event that the Seller wishes to place a reserve on a Lot, the
amount of the reserve must be specified on the Entry Form or Reserve
Form.

(3) The Seller warrants to the Auctioneer and to the Buyer that, on
the day of the Sale, the horse when described as vaccinated will have
been properly vaccinated and will have no contagious or infectiousdiseases.

Auction Conditions of  Sale for Dressage and Show Jumping Sales

Vetting and X-Rays of  Auction Horses & Insurance

VETERINARY PANEL
Brightwells Veterinary Panel have a particular interest 
and experience in sport horses.
• Dr Marc Auerbach, Cert EP DVM MRCVS
• Mr Ciaran Paterson BVSc MRCVS
• Mr Tom Campbell BVSc MRCVS

All horses entered for this sale, have undergone x-ray 
assessments to a set criteria and veterinary examination 
by Brightwells Panel of Veterinary Surgeons. Blood has 
been taken from all auction horses and random blood 
testing may also be carried out proir to the auction. 

All foals in the AES Elite Foal Sale have undergone a 
2-stage clinical examination prior to the sale.

The Veterinary Surgeons will be available to discuss 
veterinary findings and x-rays to potential clients at the 
following times:
Friday 17th August from 1pm
Saturday 18th August from 10am

Brightwells are delighted to arrange for x-rays of the 
auction horses to be emailed to prospective buyer’s 
veterinary surgeons. Please contact Sarah Johnson Tel. 
01568 619777 for further details.

IMPORTANT
All auction horses will be sold as they stand in the 
sale. It is therefore your responsibility to check x-rays 
and veterinary certificates of any horses that you are 
interested in buying with our Veterinary Surgeons.
 
You are also welcome to bring your own veterinary 
surgeon with you to view the x-rays and veterinary 
certificates. X-rays have been assessed solely for the 
purpose of being suitable to be entered in this auction 
and do not constitute a warranty of any kind.
 
BRYAN JAMES INSURANCE
Ruth Currie Tel. 01568 610018 will be in attendance at the 
Auction to offer Insurance to Purchasers.
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COMMISSION & PAYMENTS

All lots will be sold in pounds sterling with a 10% buyers premium plus 
VAT on the buyers premium.

2. (1) Commission is payable in full by the purchaser to the auctioneers
even if a horse is subsequently returned by the purchaser to the seller
in accordance with the complaints procedure hereunder or for any
reason.

(2) Vendor Commission. The vendor will pay a commission of 10%
plus VAT, (5% plus VAT In the case of foals) to the auctioneers even
if a horse is subsequently returned by the purchaser to the seller
in accordance with the complaints procedure hereunder or for any
reason.

(3) Vetting Fees. The purchaser will be deemed responsible for the
vetting costs of the pre-sale vetting and £240 plus VAT will be payable
by the purchaser when settling payment of their horse.

(4) A horse having been entered for sale, may be withdrawn prior to
the sale upon payment of a commission / withdrawal fee of £1000
plus VAT in addition to the entry fee. This fee of £1000 may be waived
if the withdrawal is on veterinary grounds and suitable veterinary
evidence is provided, or if the Auctioneers are satisfied the reason for
the withdrawal was acceptable.

(5) Buy back commission. If any horse is subsequently bought back by
the vendor or agent a commission charge of 2.5% is payable.

CATALOGUE DESCRIPTION

3. (1) The Auctioneer accepts no responsibility for the accuracy of
any particulars of a Lot given in the catalogue. The Seller is solely
responsible for any catalogue description of a Lot.

(2) The remarks given to the Lot(s) suitability and ride ability are
provided by the Owner or the Owner’s Riders and are given as
an opinion only through the training of the horse and DO NOT
CONSTITUTE A WARRANTY OF ANY KIND.

(3) Upon receipt of a catalogue, the seller undertakes immediately to
check the accuracy of the relevant catalogue description of the Lot
and to notify the Auctioneer immediately in writing of any correction,
amendment or addition that needs to be made to the catalogue
description.

(4) The Auctioneer may amend or add to any catalogue description
during the course of a Sale and may declare a Sale to be subject to
veterinary examination or not during the course of a Sale, in which
event any announcement by the Auctioneer takes precedence over
any entry in the catalogue.

CONDUCT OF SALE

4. (1) The Auctioneers may at their absolute discretion:

(a) Refuse to accept any bid or bidder.

(b) Regulate the bidding as the Auctioneer sees fit.

(c) Arrange, consolidate or withdraw any Lot.

(d) Cancel or postpone a Sale on account of bad weather or other
supervening causes. In the event that a Sale is cancelled, moved or
rearranged, the Auctioneer shall not be liable to pay compensation to
any Seller, Bidder or any other party.

(2) The Seller reserves the right to bid through the Auctioneer acting
as the Seller’s agent.

(3) The Buyer shall be the highest bidder. In the event of a dispute
between two or more bidders as to which is the Buyer, the Auctioneer
shall have the right to declare the Buyer or, at the Auctioneer’s
discretion, immediately to re-offer the disputed Lot for sale.

(4) The Buyer shall immediately on the fall of the hammer inform the
Auctioneer of the Buyer’s name and address and provide any proof of
identity that the Auctioneer may require. Failure in this respect entitles
the Auctioneer immediately to offer the Lot for re-sale and the original
Buyer shall be liable to make good any difference in price to the Seller.

(5) Any Buyer bidding as agent for a Principal shall be deem to have
bid on his own behalf as well as on behalf of his Principal and the
highest bidder shall be personally liable along with the Principal to the
Seller.

PAYMENT

5. (1) The Auctioneer, at the Auctioneer’s discretion, may require the
Buyer to pay a deposit of 20% of the price of the horse immediately
following the sale.

(2) The Purchaser shall pay the Auctioneer in full for the price of
the horse within 2 hours of the completion of the sale. Payment in
this context may include the tender of a cheque in the full amount
although the Auctioneer in the Auctioneer’s discretion may refuse a
cheque in which event the Buyer must tender payment in some other
manner.

(3) The Auctioneer shall pay the seller the price of the horse less
Auctioneer’s commission and any other outstanding charges and
expenses due from the Seller to the Auctioneer within 28 days of the
date of the Sale, provided that:

(i) In the Auctioneers opinion the Buyer is a bona fide Purchaser and
was capable of making a contract i.e. being sound of mind, not in
collusion with the Seller and not under the influence of drugs or drink
etc.

(ii) the Auctioneer has been paid in full for the price of the horse by
the Buyer, any cheque tendered by or on behalf of the Buyer having
cleared; and

(iii) the Buyer has not initiated the Complaints Procedure set out
below. In the event that the Buyer has initiated the Complaints
Procedure, the Auctioneer shall retain the price of the Lot pending the
outcome of the Complaints Procedure.

(4) If the Buyer fails to make a payment in full for the Lot, and in the
Auctioneers opinion the Buyer is a bona fide person (3. i) and fails to
make payment in full for the Lot or Lots the Auctioneer may, at his
absolute discretion, resell the Lot and the Buyer shall be liable for any
shortfall in price, and any associated expenses connected with such
resale.
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DELIVERY AND RISK

6. (1) Horses sold as they stand or without veterinary examination
instruction from the Buyer, shall be at the risk of the Buyer from the
fall of the hammer.

(2) Title in the horse shall not pass to the Buyer until the Buyer has
made payment in full for the horse by means of cleared funds. Until
payment in full by means of cleared funds is made, title shall remain
with the Seller.

(3) The Buyer shall not be entitled to take delivery of the horse until
payment in full for the horse has been made. The Auctioneer may at
the Auctioneer’s sole discretion allow the Buyer to take delivery of the
horse upon the tender by the Buyer or on his behalf of a cheque in the
full amount of the price.

(4) The Buyer, subject to payment in full, must take possession of the
horse by the end of the sale day, but is responsible for the care of the
horse from the fall of the hammer.

(5) In the event that a horse is not sold, the Seller shall take back the
horse from the Sale premises on the day of the Sale.

(6) The Buyer authorises the Seller and the Auctioneer as agent for
the Seller to enter upon the Buyer’s land to take collection of any
horse in respect of which the Buyer has taken delivery but for which
the Buyer has not paid in full.

RETURNED HORSES

7. (1) Lots may be returned by the Buyer to the Seller if the Buyer
of any Lot sold with a pedigree establishes that the pedigree is
inaccurate.

(2) Lots may be returned by the Buyer to the Seller subject to the
Complaints Procedure set out below if the horse:

(i) is a wind sucker;

(ii) is a crib-biter where this is associated with wind-sucking;

(iii) is a weaver;

(iv) exhibits box walking;

(v) has been tubed, fired, unnerved or operated upon for unsoundness
of any other kind;

(vi) is a male horse (other than a foal, a yearling before the 1st July of
its yearling year) which does not have two testes fully descended to
and fully palpable within the scrotum at the time of the Sale is or shall
be deemed to be a rig or cryptorchid; and if the horse has not been
described as such on the pre-sale Veterinary Certificate or announced
from the rostrum or in catalogue.

BASIS OF SALE

8. (1) All Lots will be offered for sale with a pre-sale Veterinary Certificate 
issued by a panel of Veterinary Surgeons appointed by the Auctioneers. 

(2) The Certificate of the Veterinary Panel is completed by a Veterinary
Surgeon or Surgeons appointed by the Auctioneers following a clinical
examination carried out in accordance with the standard procedure
recommended by the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons.

(3) The Veterinary Certificate must not be relied upon in any
way as indicating any matter other than that of being a record of
clinical examination made by Auctioneers’ Veterinary Panel. THE
VETERINARY CERTIFICATE WILL BE VALID FOR THE DATE AND
TIME OF EXAMINATION ONLY. Potential Purchasers may, if they so
desire, use a Veterinary Surgeon of their own choice to check the
clinical condition of any Lot, subject to the Vendor’s permission.

(4) This examination shall be a clinical examination and shall not
include any radiological or other specialised techniques. It shall not be
concerned with the accuracy of any other statement concerning any
particular Lot whether contained in the catalogue or any Veterinary
Certificate.

(5) The decision of the Veterinary Surgeon carrying out the
examination shall be final and binding as between the Vendor and
Purchaser.

(6) The Auctioneers shall in no way be responsible for the findings of
the Veterinary Surgeon appointed to carry out this examination.

(7) BROODMARES – A mare described as IN FOAL or BELIEVED
IN FOAL constitutes a warranty that the mare is in foal and it is the
responsibility of the Vendor: in the case of a mare covered in the
previous year’s covering season to lodge a Covering Certificate with
the Auctioneers before the date advertised for the Sale. In the case
of mare described In Foal or Believed In Foal to send with the horse
a Certificate of Pregnancy signed by a Veterinary Surgeon and dated
not more the 4 weeks before the Sale.

(8) FOALS that have not been weaned will return to the Vendor’s
property until a date has been agreed by the Vendor and Purchaser to
wean and collect the foal. The Vendor agrees to keep the foal during
this period of time free of charge with the exception of any veterinary
costs that may occur. All Purchasers are advised to take out Insurance
for their purchase which is available on the day of sale.

X-RAYS

9. (1) All Lots of two years of age or over with the exception of
Breeding Mares will be accompanied with a set of X-Rays. The X-Rays
of each Lot DO NOT CONSTITUTE A WARRANTY OF ANY KIND and
shall not be of any concern of the Auctioneers or Veterinary Panel
and shall not be included in any form of the Pre-Sale Examination
conducted by the Veterinary Surgeon.
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(2) All X-Rays will be available for Potential Purchasers to study on the
day of sale prior to the sale of each Lot.

(3) Potential Purchasers may, if they so desire and at their own cost
and subject to the Vendor’s permission, have any Lot of two years of
age and over X-Rayed prior to the sale but not on the day of sale. The
Auctioneers shall in no way be responsible for any loss, damage or
injury whether by disease, accident or otherwise of any Lot and the
passing of risk and responsibility will remain with the Vendor of any
such Lot.

LIABILITY OF THE AUCTIONEER

10. (1) The Auctioneer acts as agent of the Seller and the Auctioneer
gives no warranties of any kind to the Buyer.

(2) It is the Vendor’s sole responsibility and not the Auctioneers to
declared any defects or problems that may cause reason for compliant
by the Purchaser of any Lot.

(3) The Auctioneer does not accept any liability for:

(i) the description or pedigree of the horse given in the catalogue;

(ii) the physical condition, performance, potential or ability of the horse
sold;

(iii) the payment of the price by the Purchaser;

(iv) the return of any horse by the Purchaser to the Seller;

(v) the administration of the Complaints Procedure beyond the
appointment of a an arbitrator in accordance therewith.

COMPLAINTS PROCEDURE

11. (1) The Buyer shall notify the Auctioneer if the Buyer claims to be
entitled to return a horse to the Seller in accordance with condition
7 only orally by 5pm on the fourth day following the sale excluding
Sundays.

(2) In the case of a Foal sold prior to weaning the Buyer shall notify
the Auctioneers if the Buyer claims to be entitled to return a Foal to
the Seller orally by 5pm on the second day after the date of collection
excluding Sundays. The Complaints Procedure will only be concerned
with Conditions 7 (2) i, ii, iii, iv, v and vi.

(3) The Buyer shall follow up this oral notification to the Auctioneer
with written notification to the Auctioneer to be received by the
Auctioneer within seven days from the date of the Sale. The written
notification by the Buyer to the Auctioneer shall set out the grounds
upon which the Buyer claims to be entitled to return the horse to the
Seller.

(4) The Buyer, subject to payment in full, must take possession of the
horse by the end of the sale day, but is responsible for the care of the
horse from the fall of the hammer.

(5) In the event that the Buyer fails to make oral or written notification
of his complaint within the above timescales, the Buyer shall not be
allowed to return the horse to the Seller but must make payment for
the horse in full unless the buyer can demonstrate to the satisfaction of
the Auctioneer that it was not reasonably practicable for the Buyer to

discover the complaint and to notify the Auctioneer of the same within 
the above timescales. However, in no circumstances whatsoever may 
the above time limits be extended beyond a period of 7 days after the 
date of the Sale.

(6) On receipt of a written complaint together, where appropriate,
with a Veterinary Certificate, the Auctioneer shall send a copy of
the complaint and the Veterinary Certificate to the Seller and the
Auctioneer shall appoint a suitable person to act as Arbitrator. The task
of the Arbitrator will be to examine and determine the complaint. The
name of the person appointed by the Auctioneer to act as Arbitrator
shall be notified by the Auctioneer to the Seller and the Buyer. The
Auctioneer shall thereafter have no further responsibility in respect of
the Complaints Procedure.

(7) The examination and resolution of the complaint shall be under
the control of the Arbitrator and the Seller and Purchaser shall comply
with all directions that may be given by the Auctioneer in respect of
the complaint.

(8) The Arbitrator may require, before proceeding to examine and
determine the complaint, that the Arbitrator’s fees and expenses shall
be paid in advance. The Seller and Buyer shall thereupon each pay the
sum stipulated by the Arbitrator.

(9) The Arbitrator may direct that the horse shall be subject to such
trial as he may direct and the Seller and Buyer shall end their full co-
operation to such a trial.

(10) If either the Seller or the Buyer fails to comply with a direction
of the Arbitrator or fails to pay any sum ordered to be paid by the
Arbitrator, then the Arbitrator may at his own discretion decide not to
proceed with the examination and determination of the complaint and
may, if the Seller is in default, order that the horse be returned to the
Seller or may, if the Buyer is in default, order that the Buyer pay the full
price to the Seller.

(11) Upon the determination of the complaint, the Arbitrator may at his
discretion order that the unsuccessful party pay to the other all costs
and expenses associated with the Complaints Procedure.

12 Any person riding an animal on the Sale Premises must wear a 
hard riding hat of an approved standard, the Auctioneers accept no 
responsibility to any accident or injury that may occur to any person 
who does not comply with this condition of sale.

All persons attending this sale and event, do so at their own risk 
and we do no accept responsibility whatsoever for injury to horse or 
persons.

Brightwells
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